ENGAGE
divided lingerie drawer

FEATURES
Customizable storage compartments offer separation for optimal organization.

Ideal for storing lingerie, socks, and other small apparel and belongings.

- dividers can be adjusted to make the best use of space.

Extra dividers can be added for further organization.

Features a fully lined interior, solid wooden base and undermount soft closing slides.

FINISHED PRODUCT
PATENT #: 9743765

SPECS
FINISHED PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
+ 31.6325.36.SLA.MAL
+ 310.6325.SLA

# OF STANDARD DIVIDERS INCLUDED:
18" = 2 STANDARD DIVIDERS
24" = 3 STANDARD DIVIDERS
30" = 4 STANDARD DIVIDERS
36" = 5 STANDARD DIVIDERS

ENGAGE divided lingerie drawer

31.6325.xx.xxx.xxx

31.6325.36.SLA.MAL + 310.6325.SLA
PATENT #: 9743765

OPTIONS
FABRIC:          FINISH:          WIDTH: DEPTH:
MATTE
BEACH
SLATE
MATTE
ALUMINUM
SLATE
MATTE
NICKEL
OIL RUBBED
BRONZE
14" 18" 24" 30" 36"

A lined interior prevents damage to delicate garments and accessories.